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Chapter 3951
Kelly said the master class, is in the world’s top design field school the Rhode
Island School of Design.

But also in the entire interior design field, the top skills advanced training class
is known as the cradle of the world’s top designers.

Anyone who can join in. Basically are very powerful entrepreneurs, or very
promising young entrepreneurs.

And this kind of place in addition to access to the industry’s top knowledge,
technology, and academia, but also lets you able to step in place, access to
the tip of the industry’s pyramid.

Once you have access to it, you are connected to the most cutting-edge
resources in the industry.

The master class at Rhode Island School of Design is much more difficult to
enter than Lakeside University.

Before Lakeside University was discontinued, it was screening about fifty
entrepreneurs in China every year.

However, Rhode Island School of Design’s master class. Each year, only fifty
people are selected from around the world.

Moreover, because this master class is from the host institute to the teaching
professor, basically all are from the West.

So every year, there is a very serious resource bias towards developed
countries in terms of enrollment.
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Among the fifty places, at least thirty-five are allocated to these designers,
leaving not even ten places for places like Africa and Asia.

Therefore, if you look at the whole of China, the maximum number of
designers who can go to this master class every year is not more than three.

Claire has long been fascinated by this master class but never expected to
have the opportunity to attend it herself.

She knew that Kelly was the lead designer of this master class.

So she was in admiration and fascination and consulted her to learn more
about the details of the master class.

She thought it would be a great honor to be selected for one of the
masterclasses ten years later.

Kelly also knew that with Claire’s current qualifications, she might not be
selected for the master class even after another ten years.

However, as the leader of the master class, she has the right to approve a
special quota and this year’s quota. It just so happens that it has not been
used yet.

If this quota is given to Claire, it would definitely enable Claire to reach the sky
in the field of design, in one step in the country.

Stella also felt that. This was a very good entry point, and in these last five
days, before the auction started, she had to go all out to accumulate favors on
Claire to add hope for herself.
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So, she immediately said to Kelly, “I’ll give it to you. I’ll give Claire a call and
ask her to have lunch together. You can mention this to her and see if she is
interested.”

Kelly smiled slightly and said, “Don’t worry, Miss Fei, Claire’s interest is
definitely very high. This is one of the ultimate dreams of every designer.”

“Moreover, in all the years of the master class, there are very few designers
who can attend the master class in their 20s.”

“If Claire comes to participate, then she will be the first Asian master class
participant under the age of thirty, and this title alone will make her famous in
the Chinese design circle.”

“Good!” Stella nodded, and with a bit of excitement in her expression, she
spoke, “Kelly. If you help me to do this, the Fei family will definitely not treat
you badly,”

“In the next year. Fei family in the global scope of more than three hundred
hotels, at least about a hundred will start redecoration, then I will give all the
hotel design to your studio!”

Although Kelly is a top designer. The annual income is at least ten million
dollars, but in the end, she is still far from being a real billionaire.

If Stella really gives all the design work for more than 100 hotels to her studio,
then her net profit would be at least 40 to 50 million, and just this one bill
would cover three years.

……
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Chapter 3952
At this time, Claire was preparing to eat lunch at the company.

Because the company’s official business is growing, so she generally will not
toss home to eat at noon.

She is mostly eating take-out in the company. At least for her to save more
than an hour of work time.

At this moment, she was about to pick up her phone to order food when she
received a call from Stella.

So, she picked up the phone and said with a smile, “What’s the order from
Miss Zhan?”

Stella said, “Sister Claire, I told you a long time ago. Don’t be so formal.”

Claire laughed: “It’s not working time, you’re my friend in life, but you’re my
party at work, I must be polite to the party.”

Stella laughed helplessly, “It’s already 12 o’clock, is it still working time? Your
company doesn’t have a lunch break?”

Claire explained, “Other employees have a lunch break, we have an hour and
a half lunch break, but I don’t care. Except for eating, all other time is working
time.”

Stella couldn’t help but laugh, “In that case, then Ms. Willson, as the Party A, I
have to take up your lunchtime.”

Claire smiled and said, “No problem, I don’t know what Party A has ordered?”
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Stella said, “Here on this side of Shangri-La we can’t stay any longer from
now on.”

“Kelly and I are going to switch to the International Hotel, and are now
preparing to go there, so I’m calling to ask if you’ve eaten. If you haven’t
eaten, we can eat together at the International Hotel.”

“No problem.” Claire said without hesitation, “It’s not far from the International
Hotel,”

“It should be faster than you going there from Shangri-La. How about this, I’ll
go over and book a private box now,”

“I’ll be the host today, you guys can’t grab the bill from me.”

“Okay!” Stella said with a smile, “Then we’ll listen to Mr. Willson’s arrangement
at noon!”

After Claire hung up the phone, she hurriedly took the car keys and went out
to the Aurous Hill International Hotel.

In the past few days, she had gotten along very well with Stella and Kelly, and
deep down, she already regarded them as good friends.

Claire has never been very good at socializing, she didn’t have many friends
when she was in school.

And after she entered society, she was so busy with her work that she rarely
met people with the right temperament.

Although Stella is a few years younger than Claire, but her personality is quick
and crisp.
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Sometimes, Claire will even feel that this little girl’s emotional intelligence, and
even social experience, are much stronger than her own, and getting along
with her, also very pleasant.

As for Kelly. Not everyone can have the opportunity to meet face to face with
the biggest idol in their life.

And even be friends with their idol, Claire cherished this opportunity.

Soon, she arrived at the Aurous Hill International Hotel and booked a private
room in the hotel’s catering department to wait for them.

In order to prevent them from grabbing the bill from her, Claire also prepaid
10,000 yuan meal price in advance at the cashier of the catering department.

And instructed the waiter, no matter how much the final meal bill is, he must
come to her.

And Stella and Kelly. The two of them also came to the catering department to
meet with Claire for the first time after the check-in procedure.

Once the three of them met and exchanged pleasantries, Stella asked Claire
straight to the point:

“Claire, from the end of this month to the end of next month, is it convenient
for you to leave Aurous Hill for a month or so?”

“Leaving Aurous Hill?!”

Chapter 3953
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Claire heard Stella’s question and asked with an unbelievable face, “Why do
you want me to leave Aurous Hill?”

Stella smiled and said, “Because Kelly and I want to invite you to go abroad
for a while.”

“Go abroad? And still for a month?” When Claire heard this, she quickly
waved her hand and said awkwardly,

“I don’t have that much free time, the company has to be managed, the family
also has to be taken care of,”

“If I go out for three or five days, I can still squeeze out this time by gritting my
teeth, a month is too long, it’s simply not possible……”

Stella said with a serious face: “Sister Claire, have you not heard people often
say? Time is like a woman’s prize, squeeze it or have it ……”

Claire some sweat, touched her forehead, helplessly said: “A month is indeed
too long, not to mention the time,”

“Even if I have free time I do not want to leave home for so long.”

Stella was busy teasing, “Sister Claire, I think you can’t let go of your
husband, right?”

Claire pretty face is now red, she shyly said: “Not to say that there must be
something untrue, I am mainly with him and we have not been separated for
so long,”

“The past also when he went out of town to see feng shui, we would be
separated for a few days,”
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“But only a few days, not more than a week, so you want me to leave him for
a month, I really dare not think …… “

Stella said with a smile, “So that’s how it is …… I understand ……”

Claire nodded and said, “Sorry Zhan, I’ll go out with you guys later if I have
the chance.”

Stella willow-like eyebrows gently raised, smiled, and asked, “Sister Claire, it
can be seen that you and Mr. Wade really have a very good relationship,”

“Can not leave him for so long ……”

Speaking here, Stella turned her words and asked with a smile, “However,
Sister Claire,”

“If you are allowed to go to the United States to attend the master class at
Rhode Island School of Design, then would you be willing to leave your
husband for a month?”

Claire said casually, “Of course, I’d be willing to do that! If I can really go to the
Rhode Island School of Design master class,”

“Then I can leave my company, and then go back and ask my husband for a
favor, so that he will agree to let me go to ……”

Stella smiled and nodded, and then looked at Kelly beside her and smiled,
“Kelly, do you have anything to say?”

Kelly looked at Claire with a smile on her face and spoke, “Claire, since you
have said so, then I think that you can ask for a good favor with your husband
in a while.”
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Claire was still a little surprised and asked in confusion, “Ms. Kelly, what do
you mean by that, how come I didn’t understand ……”

Kelly pulled out her own phone, and the screen of her phone showed an a
web page.

She pointed to the information column on this web page and spoke, “Claire,
this is the information submission backstage for the special approval quota for
the Rhode Island School of Design master class,”

“I only have one special approval quota each year as well, as long as you are
sure your time is okay, then I will enter your name and other information into
and submit it to the Rhode Island School of Design,”

“As long as I submit it, you will become this year’s official student of the
master class!”

“Ah?!” Claire whole person listened dumbfounded, subconsciously asked:
“This …… Is this true? Ms. Kelly, you ……”

“You really intend to recommend me to attend this year’s master class?”

“That’s right.” Kelly said with a smile, “We are already good friends, and I can
also see that you truly love the career of a designer,”

“And you have said before that you are very eager for the master class at
Rhode Island School of Design,”

“And since I have this privilege, I certainly hope to help you realize this wish.”
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Chapter 3954
Claire could not hide her excitement but was a little nervous, “Kelly ……
Compared to those other students who attended the master class,”

“My personal qualifications are really too unimpressive. With this level of mine,
going to such a high-end master class will definitely bring you criticism, right
……”

“Criticism?” Kelly said disdainfully: “Originally the Rhode Island School of
Design gave me the authority to approve the quota, this authority by my
personal decision,”

“I can give it to whoever I want, not to mention your qualifications are not deep
enough, even if a completely uneducated designer,”

“As long as I fill out her information, push her to the Rhode Island School of
Design, then this person can participate in the master class openly and no
one will say one word about it!”

Saying that, Kelly looked at Claire and said seriously, “Claire, you should not
have so much mental burden,”

“Now is exactly such an opportunity, right in front of you, as long as you nod
your head, this opportunity is yours.”

Claire pursed her lips, feeling difficult to open her mouth, and asked: “Kelly
…… What you said …… Is it true?”

At this moment, Claire, deep inside, still can not believe all this.

Kelly’s tone is unusually firm and said: “Of course it’s true! Stella and I both
feel that you must be a very potential designer in the future,”
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“Only lacking sufficient opportunities and accumulation of qualifications, and
this is a good time to accumulate qualifications,”

“If you grasp it, becoming a top designer in the future is by no means an
empty talk; but if you can’t grasp it,”

“Then even if there are more opportunities in the future, I am afraid that it will
be difficult to become a top.”

Speaking of this, Kelly seriously said, “Claire, listen to me, to this time the
master class, you must go!”

Stella also hurriedly encouraged from the side, “Yes, Claire, you must seize
this opportunity!”

“Just take out a month or so to go to the United States, your future design
career will benefit greatly in the next few decades, you must not refuse!”

If you are worried about the progress of the renovation of my villa, I tell you,
you don’t have to,”

“It doesn’t matter to me if the villa is renovated a month or two later, I can
wait.”

Claire’s heart at this moment was also completely moved by the two people.

She naturally wanted to grasp such a good opportunity, but there were three
concerns in her heart.

One was that she would be away from Aurous Hill for too long and could not
let go of her husband and family.
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The second is that she could not rest assured about her company, and the
third is that her qualification is really limited and she is afraid of being treated
as a foreigner if she goes there.

But Kelly’s words made her dispel her lack of confidence in her qualifications,
and the rest is her family and the company.

The company is good because the business is now on track, she can stop
taking on new projects for the time being.

The rest is the husband and parents.

Thinking of husband and parents, in fact, Claire’s heart has only the husband
‘Charlie.’

After all, she and him have been married for so long, have not been separated
for such a long time.

Moreover, not only she has to be separated from Charlie for a month, but she
also has to be separated by ten thousand miles.

This makes Claire’s heart even more full of reluctance.

What’s more, she had never been to the United States, and her heart is full of
strangeness to that country across the ocean.

After thinking about it, she said to Stella and Kelly: “Thank you both for your
kindness, I will definitely consider this matter carefully,”

“But please give me some time to go home and discuss it with my husband
……”
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Stella did not hesitate to say, “No problem, go back and talk to Mr. Wade
properly, I believe he should support you.”

Saying that, Stella raised an eyebrow and said with a smile, “Right Claire, you
can have a good talk with Mr. Wade, let him accompany you over to the USA!”

Chapter 3955
Stella’s words immediately made Claire’s eyes light up.

She suddenly thought, “Charlie usually has nothing important to do in Aurous
Hill,”

“it’s just to help some acquaintances look at feng shui, it shouldn’t be very
important ……”

“If I ask him to come with me to the United States with me, he will definitely
have plenty of time in terms of ……”

“In this way, I wouldn’t have to worry about being separated from him for too
long ……”

Then, Claire thought of her parents and secretly thought, “Dad happens to be
going to Korea soon for exchange activities,”

“Mom’s legs and feet are almost well, she should have no problem at home,
and with mom’s kind of personality,”

“She should be happier to live alone at home in such a big house.”
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Thinking of this, she felt that letting her husband go to the United States with
her was definitely the best solution to this matter.

So, she couldn’t hold down her excitement and asked Kelly,

“Ms. Kelly, may I ask, does Rhode Island School of Design have any
requirements for accommodation?”

“If my husband is willing to come with me, and the school does not require
that I live on campus,”

“Then can I find a place to live off-campus with my husband?”

Kelly smiled, “Normally, the school provides dormitories, and they are single
apartments in very good conditions,”

“but if you live as two people, it is more or less crowded, and if you want to
live off-campus, the school will not interfere in any way.”

On the other side Stella hurriedly said, “Sister Claire, if Mr. Wade is willing to
accompany you, you might as well stay off-campus in a hotel to be more
convenient,”

“And Rhode Island School of Design is very close to New York, it just so
happens that at the end of the month to go to New York for a period of time,”

“Then I will only need to drive more than three hours to you to find you and
see you.”

Claire was already very excited at this point and couldn’t help but say,
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“Then I’ll go home tonight and discuss it with my husband, I don’t know if he’ll
agree yet ……”

Stella said with a smile, “Mr. Wade loves you so much, he will definitely
agree!”

Claire’s pretty face flushed and nodded shyly.

……

The matter of the master class at Rhode Island School of Design made Claire
a bit soul-crushing throughout the afternoon.

She couldn’t wait to call Charlie several times and ask his opinion directly on
the phone.

But once she thought of the significance of this matter, so she felt vague that
she should tell him in person.

So she kept her excited heart in check until she got off work at night and
returned home to Tomson One.

When she arrived home, Charlie was having tea with Jacob, in the living
room.

She first greeted Charlie and Jacob, and then instinctively thought that Elaine
must be cooking in the kitchen, so she went to the kitchen to take a look.

But what she didn’t expect was that there was no sign of Elaine in the kitchen.

This made her surprised and she ran out and asked, “Dad, Charlie, where is
mom?”
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Jacob grunted twice and casually said, “Your mother went to out with
Horiyah.”

“Ah?!” Claire said dumbfounded: “When did mother go to play with Horiyah?”

Jacob smiled, “It’s just that last time when Wendy brought Horiyah back,”

“Your mother had a fight with your grandmother in front of her house.”

“Since that time, the two sisters-in-law seem to have resolved two or three
decades of conflicts, the two first chatted on WeChat for a few days,”

“It seems that your mother gave Horiyah tips to teach her how to deal with
your grandmother, the two so far, they have become good friends ……”
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